GOLF COMMITTEE  
Frye Island Golf Course  
Minutes of Meeting of July 5, 2015 – 11:0 AM

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mike Hurley, Vic Solimini, Bob Thurston, Jim Hirsch, Todd Kiegwin, Greg Tedford, Ken Henchett, John Kett and Mark Thomas

OTHERS PRESENT: Jim Hodge, Paul Lyons

Mark Thomas initiated a follow up of “Action Items” from the previous 3 meetings.

Marketing Cards were placed with the Lounge and the Café.

John Kett to put up new signs on the back of Hole 9 and the entrance to Hole 1

Anonymous Donor ($4,000) – Mark talked to Jim Hodge about the possibility of rebuilding the tee on Hole 8 and it was decided that it would be a good use for the money.

Mark Thomas suggested ordering the Barbecue Pit materials and get the project started. Jim Hirsh donated $250 for the building of the Fire Pit

It was suggested that the Barbecue Pit be put on concrete, Mark T to ask John Crosby to pour a slab

Mark T handed out drawings for the Barbecue Pit – The Committee approved – Paul – Mike Daigle and Greg to put it together

FINS Insert – Todd put together something and will get it to Laura

A new sprayer & Mower were ordered and the mower should arrive shortly. The Sprayer has already been received

Ken & Bob are working on Golf Clubs for the used clubs in the club house

Golf Cart Storage – Dana has an issue with covered sheds – Jim Hodge to provide prices on a complete sheds (not sure about this .. my notes are sketchy)
Sand containers are on all of the Island Rental Carts and will be on sale at the club house. They also will be advertised in the FINS that they will be available at cost

A suggestion was made to put an Aerator in the pond by the double green on 2 & 6

Capital Improvements – Rebuild the Tees that have been not been rebuilt

Maintain an ongoing list of Capital Improvements

We are looking at new shelving for the Pro Shop to increase inventory display

John Kett wants employee Manuals with Duties.. times .. And operations

Meeting adjourned at 12:00